FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
TVF INTERNATIONAL AND LITTON ENTERTAINMENT ENTER
AGREEMENT FOR TVF TO DISTRIBUTE
CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL’S HIDDEN HEROES, A FAMILY COVIEWING SERIES
Los Angeles, CA (April 5, 2016)- Litton Entertainment and TVF International have
entered into agreement under which TVF, a leading distributor of factual entertainment,
lifestyle series, and exceptional one-off documentaries, will distribute the inspirational
family series, “Chicken Soup for the Soul’s Hidden Heroes”, to all markets globally
outside of the U.S. TVF represents some of the most innovative and creative producers
from across the globe.
Hosted by Brooke Burke-Charvet, Chicken Soup for the Soul’s Hidden Heroes is a
hidden camera, social experimentation television show developed for teens in which each
episode reveals the widespread goodwill in our world by secretly capturing heroes in
action as they demonstrate acts of kindness, compassion, tolerance, and commitment to
others. Highlighted by funny, light-hearted moments, the series shines a bright light on
everyday people who selflessly share their positive attitudes towards society and life with
others by doing good deeds.
About Litton Entertainment
Litton Entertainment is the preeminent independent producer and distributor in the U.S.
television industry creating and distributing quality programming for over twenty years.
Litton’s Weekend Adventure, produced by Litton Studios, was the first program block of
its kind and airs Saturdays on ABC stations nationwide. Litton’s Weekend Adventure
features original E/I series including Jack Hanna’s Wild Countdown, Emmy® winning
Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin, Emmy® winning Rock the Park, Emmy® winning
Born to Explore with Richard Wiese, Emmy® nominated Sea Rescue and Emmy®
nominated The Wildlife Docs. Litton Entertainment provides CBS Network with six
original programs for Saturday mornings called CBS Dream Team: It’s Epic!, including
(more)

Emmy® winning Lucky Dog, Emmy® winning The Henry Ford’s Innovation Nation
with Mo Rocca, The Inspectors, Chicken Soup for the Soul’s Hidden Heroes, and
Emmy® nominated Game Changers with Kevin Frazier. Litton also provides The CW
Network with One Magnificent Morning, a five hour destination featuring E/I
programming in its second season and on October 1st, 2016 Litton will begin providing
NBC stations six original E/I series under the iconic brand, The More You Know.
Litton’s syndication and news division distributes a diverse slate of programs including
the new E/I block Go Time! launching in Fall 2016 and Consumer Reports TV and The
Consumer Alert News Network. For more information about Litton Entertainment, visit
www.litton.tv.
About TVF
TVF International's specialist approach to distribution has earned a place within the
media landscape as the leading independent factual distributor in the UK. TVF’s
catalogue encompasses everything from factual entertainment and lifestyle series to
exceptional one-off documentaries, representing some of the most innovative and
creative producers from across the globe.The TVF team is energetic and vibrant, with
over ten languages spoken across Sales and Acquisitions. Both divisions work within
their own specific territories to maintain a highly specialised knowledge of the global
content market. Alongside the distribution of completed programming, TVF operates
extensively with pre-sales, co-productions and formats. TVF has a strong presence on the
international festival circuit, attending all major markets and events, and our team
regularly offers their expertise on panels. TVF International is part of the TVF Media
group, operating in television, digital and multiplatform production.
ABOUT CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL
Chicken Soup for the Soul, the world’s favorite and most recognized storyteller,
publishes the famous Chicken Soup for the Soul book series. With well over 100 million
books sold to date in the U.S. and Canada alone, more than 250 titles, and translations
into more than 40 languages, “chicken soup for the soul” is one of the world’s bestknown phrases and is regularly referenced in pop culture. Today, 23 years after it first
began sharing happiness, inspiration and hope through its books, this socially conscious
company continues to publish new bestselling titles every year, but has also evolved
beyond the bookstore with super premium pet food, television shows and movies, and a
variety of other digital content and licensed products, all inspired by stories, as it
continues “changing the world one story at a time®.”
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